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feedback or comments on current issues to the Editor
caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au
Front cover picture: Pistol shooter Lana Ziday may
be short, but her list of hobbies is longer than most
articles in this magazine. PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

A

s you are aware this
is the final edition
of the Victorian
Shooter magazine for 2016.
It has been a big year for
SSAA Victoria and sporting
shooters across the country.
There have been many
difficult times, including the
consistent misinformation
spread about firearm use
and the secrecy surrounding
the National Firearms
Agreement technical review.
But there have also been
many good times. We proudly
watched on as SSAA Victoria
member Catherine Skinner
won the first gold medal for
Australia at the Rio Olympic
Games. We also applauded the
Federal Government for putting
more money into stamping out
the illicit firearms market.
At SSAA Victoria, we launched
our new website in 2016 and
are now undertaking the first
Range Officer revalidation
process. The revalidation is designed to clean up our records
and ensure everything is up to
date.
At a national level, I’m sure
many of you saw the new-look
firearm insurance on the back
cover of the Australian Shooter
magazine last month. Following some confusion among
members about the Gold Membership the National Board
moved to rebrand the insurance ‘SSAA Member Firearm
Insurance’.
For the same price of $25 per
year members still receive
$25,000 of insurance cover for
their firearms and fixed accessories. We have just changed
the name to match the service
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DENIS MORONEY
SSAA Victoria President

offered. As we approach the
holiday period many of you will
take part in hunting and recreational shooting activities, so
now is a good time to consider
your firearms insurance. If you
would like more information
about the insurance, visit the
SSAA Victoria or the SSAA
Insurance Brokers websites.
It has been a busy couple of
months at SSAA as we work
hard to finish off a number
of key projects before the
Christmas shutdown. While I
am on the topic of Christmas
shutdowns, please contact
the State Office before Friday,
December 23 if you require
anything ahead of Christmas.
The office will close on that day
and reopen on Tuesday, January 3. The closure dates for the
ranges are on the website.
We now have less than six
months to go until the 2017
Melbourne SHOT Expo and
planning is already well under
way. The SHOT Expos in Perth
and Sydney, held over the past
few months, both experienced
increases in ticket sales and
we are expecting a similar
boost at next year’s show.
Before I close, I would like to
wish each and every member
a safe and happy Christmas
and New Year. For those of you
travelling on hunting trips or
visiting family, stay safe on the
roads. I look forward to seeing
you all down at the range in the
New Year.

Scots ‘all ears’
when it comes
to safety

SSAA Victoria Board members Lance Eastwood and Andrew Hepner bagged a deer each while hunting with hearing safety devices in the Scottish
Highlands in September.

aged in the UK due to their health
and safety benefits.

T

CAITLIN PEARSON
Editor
Victorian Shooter

wo SSAA Victoria Board
members harvested a deer
each on a hunting trip in the
Scottish Highlands in September,
while using hearing safety devices.
Unlike at home, the use of
suppressors or sound moderators
– referred to as hearing safety
devices in this article because the
term accurately reflects their use –
is legal for hunting in the UK.

Lance Eastwood and Andrew Hepner
were hunting around Inverness with
a Ruger 77 and a SAKO both .270
Winchester, each with a hearing
safety device attached. The pair
required no special permits to use
the devices while hunting with their
professional guides. In fact, the use
of hearing safety devices is encour-

Detachable hearing safety devices
are subject to UK licensing controls,
which are dependent on the type
of firearm they will be used with. In
some cases firearm owners must
provide a “good reason” and obtain
authorisation on a Firearm Certificate
(FAC) in order to possess, purchase
or acquire a firearm hearing safety
device. Such permission is readily
granted by police to hunters and
professional pest controllers.
The sale of hearing safety devices
falls into one of four categories:
•

•

Replica and air weapons: Purchasing a hearing safety device
requires no licence and, in most
cases, no identification.
Shotguns with a capacity of two
or less: Purchase of hearing
safety devices require the presentation of the buyer’s shotgun
certificate only and no record is
maintained.
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•

Shotguns with a capacity exceeding three: Buyer must show
the FAC with permission for the
purchase of a hearing safety
device.

•

Small and/or full-bore rifles:
Buyer will need to show the FAC,
with permission for the purchase
of a hearing safety device and
the rifle for which it is intended.

Regulations on hearing safety devices
differ dramatically across the world.
In countries like New Zealand and
Finland there are no restrictions on
their use. The US has banned the use
of the hearing safety devices in some
states, while they are only available to
police and the military in countries like
Hong Kong and Thailand.
Andrew said hunting with hearing
safety devices in Scotland was a
totally different experience to back
home. “We had no need for hearing
protection, the recoil was significantly
reduced and we both had a one-shot
kill at around 110 yards,” he said.
CONTINUED PAGE 5
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Researches at Edith Cowan
University investigated the
use of hearing safety devices
in 2011. An Investigation into
the use of sound moderators
on firearms for game and
feral management in NSW
concluded that hearing safety
devices prevented hearing
loss and tinnitus.
“Studies prove beyond doubt
that un-moderated firearm
discharge is of a level capable
of causing hearing loss/damage to,not only the shooter but
persons and animals nearby,”
the researchers said. “Moderators mitigate this hazard
to a degree predicated by the
calibre, muzzle velocity, type
of moderator, proximity and
angle from the muzzle.”
There are several other benefits of using hearing safety
devices:
•

Increased accuracy.

•

Reduced perceived recoil.

•

Reduced stock
disturbance.

•

Animal welfare outcomes
– more humane culling.

•

Noise pollution reduction.

Hearing safety devices are
like car mufflers for firearms.
They trap the expanding
gasses at the muzzle, allowing them to slowly cool
in a controlled environment.
Hearing safety devices reduce the noise of a gunshot
by 20-35 decibels (dB) on
average, which equates to the
same reduction as earplugs or
earmuffs. By decreasing the
overall sound, hearing safety
devices help to preserve the
hearing of hunters and their
dogs.

Andrew wants Australia to
follow New Zealand’s lead
and encourage hunters to
use the devices to protect
their hearing. “It’s particularly
important for occupational
health and safety reasons,” he
said. “There are so many kangaroo shooters in our country
that are deaf and they’re as
young as 30. They need to
be protected. I am terribly
deaf; I don’t hear out of one
ear and that could have been
prevented.”
He says the devices do not
change the functionality of the
firearms and they should be
treated the same as any other
accessory. It would mean
they weren’t subject to any
registration, as per the New
Zealand model. The devices
have not been linked to any
criminal or other misuse in
New Zealand.
Hunters and target shooters
had a small win in March
when the NSW Government
moved to allow them to apply
for hearing safety devices.
The Shooters, Fishers and
Farmers Party successfully
lobbied the NSW Government to expand the reasons
for seeking a permit to use a
hearing safety device to include “sport”. Previously there
was only space for government employees or licensed
contract shooters to apply.
The use of hearing safety
devices is restricted to a few
government bodies in Victoria. SSAA Victoria and its key
industry partners have been
lobbying the State Government for several years in
an effort to legalise hearing
safety devices for hunters and
target shooters.
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World view on
hearing safety
Hearing safety device access across the world:
• Canada: A device designed to muffle or stop
the sound of a firearm is a “prohibited device”
under the Canada Criminal Code.
• US: Legal in 38 states, but ownership is restricted. Prospective owners/users must apply.
• Europe: Many European countries strictly
prohibit ownership and use of hearing safety
devices other than by law enforcement and
military personnel.
• Germany: The devices are considered the
same as the firearm they are designed for. That
means if the firearm can be bought without a
licence so can the device made for that firearm.
• Hong Kong: Reserved for police and military
use only.
• Thailand: Reserved for police and military use
only.
• Pakistan: The public is strictly prohibited from
owning or using hearing safety devices.
• Namibia: No restriction on sale and
possession.
• Poland: No restriction on sale and possession.
• Norway: No restriction on sale and possession.
• Sweden: No restriction on sale and possession.
• Finland: No restriction on sale and possession.
• South Africa: Available to the public without
restriction.
• Philippines: Available to the public without
restriction.
• New Zealand: No restrictions on the manufacture, sale, possession or use.

This information has been sourced from ‘An
Investigation into the use of sound moderators on firearms for game and feral management in NSW’, an Edith Cowan University online research publication, published in 2011.
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Shepparton shooters
dig deep for
charity

This little boy came to the Blue Ribbon Shoot with his dad. While the grown-ups competed he practised his aim with this branch and a clay target.
PICTURE: Caitlin Pearson

T

he Blue Ribbon Shoot at
SSAA Victoria’s Shepparton
Branch on October 22
raised $7500 for the Blue Ribbon
Foundation. That figure was up
more than $1000 on last year
after generous sponsorship, raffle
fundraising and competition entry
fees.
Greater Shepparton Blue Ribbon
Foundation President Dean Lloyd
said the Shepparton branch had
been raising funds for the foundation for about 13 years. Through its
fundraising efforts the Blue Ribbon
Foundation has installed new facilities at Goulburn Valley Health,
including the Eyre/Tynan Emergency
Department and the Ray Denman
Short Stay Unit.
The Blue Ribbon Foundation was
established to commemorate Victoria
Police killed in the line of duty by supporting community projects across
the state. The rationale behind the
foundation is, “We can do nothing
to bring them back, but as a grateful
community we can take steps to honour their memory and ensure their
sacrifice is acknowledged through

Maddy getting some pointers from Ross Threlfall at the Blue Ribbon Shoot.
PICTURE: Caitlin Pearson

a range of projects that benefit the
wider community”.
“Blue Ribbon Foundation is about
raising money within the community
so that we can recognise policemen
that have fallen in the line of duty,”
Senior Constable Lloyd said. “The
locals come out on these days and
they really contribute to the foundation
for us and we can put that towards a
contribution to the wider community.”
About 80 shooters entered the
75-target competition, which was a
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great effort by the regional SSAA
branch. Branch President Geoff
Morton said a team of volunteers
set to work on Friday night spending
about three or four hours setting up
the traps.
“There is a lot of work involved in
preparing for the day,” he said at
the event. “We’ve been full bore in
the kitchen. We’ve got two excellent
cooks and I’m the bloke who’s not doing much – I’m behind the counter.”
CONTINUED PAGE 7

The shooters competed across
seven categories which included
AA, A, B, and C grades as well
as Women, Juniors, Veterans and
Police. The overall winner of the
competition was Peter Hall who
finished with the top score of 68.

targets; the Women’s winner was
Jan Woodhach who hit 27; and
the Junior winner was Tom Bilney
with 63 targets. In the Veterans’
grade, Bill Eagle finished on top
with a score of 60 and Dean Lloyd
took out the Police top spot with a
score of 49.

Coming in second and third for
AA were Brett Syer and Tony
Connell respectively, who both
scored 67 before a shoot-off. The
top shooter for the A category was
Rod Wild who hit 63 targets, while
Trevor Simpson took out the top
spot for the B division with a score
of 56. The top shooter for C grade
was Graham Moore who hit 52

Alongside the Blue Ribbon
shooting competition, punters
battled it out for the major raffle
prize. “Winchester Australia have
jumped on board to support the
SSAA today, so it’s getting better
and better,” Senior Constable
Lloyd said. The company donated
the major raffle prize – a Browning
under and over shotgun. Several

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

other prizes were also donated by
local sponsors.
Geoff presents a $2000 cheque
to the foundation every year on
behalf of the club. “It’s a charity
day for us and it’s a good thing to
get the coppers together with the
shooters for a bit of fun,” he said.
SSAA member Arnold Warburton established the Blue Ribbon
Shoot because he wanted to raise
money for charity and ensure the
money stayed in the local community. The inaugural event attracted
dozens of competitors who wanted to practice their sport and help
others at the same time.

SSAA Victoria’s Shepparton Branch President Geoff Morton at
the range on the day of the Blue Ribbon Shoot.

RESULTS
Overall: Peter Hall 68
AA
Brett Syer 67
Tony Connell 67
Rob Hall 64
After shoot-off Brett 1st, Tony 2nd

A
Rod Wild 63
Andrew Harrington 62
Graham Coker 60
B

Trevor Simpson 56
Mario Rizceri 55
Steve Palmer 54
C
Graham Moore 52
Ben Bullen 43
James Lloyd 43
After shoot-off Ben 2nd, James 3rd

LADIES
Jan Woodhach 27
Jill Cranon
Wendy Russell

SSAAVIC.COM.AU

VETERANS
Bill Eagle 60
Peter Webb 53
Row Purss 56
JUNIORS
Tom Bilney 63
Matt Martin 51
Joseph Rizceri 50
POLICE
Dean Lloyd 49
Greg Pegg
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FACES OF SSAA VICTORIA
In July SSAA Victoria ran the ‘Faces of SSAA Victoria’ campaign to find members who
represented the organisation’s vision, mission and objectives. These people are featured on
the new website which was launched in September and their stories will be shared with the
membership and the wider community over the coming months. Each of them has a different
story to tell, whether it be their hunting philosophy; their passion for reloading; their drive to
help and educate others or their experience breaking down the stigmas sometimes attached to
the shooting sports. Keep an eye out for each story on the website and in future editions of this
magazine. In this edition we introduce you to two more of the new Faces of SSAA Victoria.

Chris Toulson

Fresh is better
Wild deer is one of Chris Toulson’s major food sources. He goes hunting only when his freezer is empty.

L

ike many hunters, Chris
Toulson, of the Yarra Ranges,
believes in only hunting what
he needs to eat.

The SSAA Victoria member has
made it his goal to change the public’s perception of hunters and teach
the community about the benefits of
harvesting their own meat.
“I think some members of the public
have an issue with hunting because
firstly, they are afraid of firearms
and secondly, they think hunters
will wound animals and cause them
pain,” Chris said.
“I want the public to know that people
who have intentions of hunting for
meat have every intention of mak-

ing a clean kill and not rendering an
animal wounded.

“Hunters take time out to learn about
safe handling of firearms and brushing up their target shooting at the
ranges, which means they are safer
and more likely to kill in one-shot.
“All ethical hunters will aim for the kill
zone to ensure the animal has little
pain. I’ve never had one get away
from me. They’ve all dropped on the
spot.”
The former truck driver and grandfather, who grew up in Glenburn, only
ventures out for a hunt in country
Victoria when his freezer is empty.
Chris has harvested about 40 to 45
deer over the years, saving himself
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PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt

thousands of dollars at the butcher
and providing hundreds of kilograms
of natural, hormone-free and fresh
venison.

“It would vary, but generally I would
get about 38kg of meat from a Hog
deer, about 40kg from a Fallow deer
and anywhere from 65kg to 70kg
from a Sambar stag,” he said. “I eat
everything – the rump steak, cutlets,
ribs, spare ribs. I take a full rump and
back leg, cut it up with vegetables
and make a stew or a pie.
“Deer of those sizes will generally last me between two and three
months. Sometimes it lasts even
longer because I’m the only one who
eats it.”
CONTINUED PAGE 9

FACES OF SSAA VICTORIA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

But hunting provides more to Chris
than just fresh food. A truck accident in 2012 left Chris with serious
injuries. He said the best thing for his
recovery was getting outdoors and
back into hunting.
“Getting outdoors was a great motivation for my mind and it helped
improve my fitness again,” he said.
“There’s so much more to life than
sitting on the couch moping about
the pain you are in.”
When he’s out on a hunt Chris says
safety is always at the forefront of his
mind.
“I hunt with a blaze orange vest on
to ensure all other hunters know it’s
me out there, not a deer,” he said.
“It’s never ruined my chances of
getting a deer. I see it as a life-giving
advantage.”

A Sambar hind that Chris harvested after tracking its movements
for two days. The animal was shot once and died instantly.
INSET: Chris recovered 75kg of meat from the animal and made
pies, steaks, chops and sausages.

SSAA Victoria also encourages
any members who are interested in
connecting with hunting-related subclubs – the Deerstalkers, the Field
Hunters Club or the Working Gundogs Association of Australia – to visit

the website
(ssaavic.com.au).

Meet another Face of SSAA
Victoria on page 23 of this
edition.

HUNTERS PARADISE
FOR SALE: SHELLEY, VIC

A major challenge for law-abiding
hunters moving forward is overcoming the bad press that the few illegal
hunters generate.
“I think it’s up to every hunter to
report anyone doing the wrong thing,”
he said. “If I see anyone doing something they shouldn’t be doing I take
their vehicle registration and report
them to the authorities.
“There is a small minority of people
who are giving the majority a bad
name. It’s up to us to make it clear to
them that we won’t stand for senseless killing, thrill killing or any illegal
activity.”
Illegal hunting can now be reported
online through a new Game Management Authority tool. Members
are encouraged to save the URL
to their favourites for future use:
www.gma.vic.gov.au/enforcement/
report-illegal-hunting2

This 65-acre property is situated at the heart of well-known deer-hunting territory in Victoria’s North East. The three-bedroom home is old but serviceable
and has electricity, phone connectivity and wireless internet. There is plenty of
dam water on-site. The property also has a two-car carport, separate shed and
workshop, a container with a built-over roof and carport. There is also a 3x3m
coolroom for hanging deer etc. The property sale will include a tractor (Fergie
35) slasher, disc plow and all the paraphenalia that is useful on a small property.
Hunt to your heart’s content at this property and in the surrounding native forest,
where there are plenty of wild Fallow
and Sambar. This unique find would
suit a like-minded syndicate of hunters.
Asking Price: $220,000 walk-in, walk-out
Genuine enquiries, ring Bernie:
0490 436 464

SSAAVIC.COM.AU
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Not in the know

Ross Williams explores some ways in which the public’s ignorance of firearms can hurt our sport.

Believe it or not, all are semi-automatic
This sidelock
shotgun is
semi-automatic.

ROSS WILLIAMS
Victorian Shooter contributer

S

adly, ignorance about
firearms remains
widespread. It is clearly
visible in sections of the news
and entertainment media, which
play a leading role in spreading
and perpetuating it. Many of our
politicians are also in its grip. And it
hurts us in many ways.
Let’s begin with safety. Much unsafe
firearms handling appears in television drama series and feature films.
The last five years have seen some
improvement, but far from enough.
Actors still pick up firearms without opening them to ensure they’re
unloaded, fingers still get parked on
triggers and barrels are still allowed
to point in unsafe directions … the list
goes on.
In short, breaches of basic safety rules
are presented as normal behaviour.
Beginners base their own firearms
handling on the bad models provided
by the media. Thus the media’s ignorance of safe handing becomes the
ignorance of those beginners.
Those of us involved in safety training
and testing see the results. It’s rather
like instructing clones of television and
movie characters. We have to counter
the unsafe habits that trainees have
already absorbed and we must work
hard to instill safe practices.
Generally speaking, non-shooters do
not know what types of firearms exist,
how they work or what they and their
ammunition can do. As a result, an-

SAKO L61R bolt action
is semi-automatic.

Remington No. 2
Rolling Block – old but
semi-automatic.
ti-gun groups can whip up fears and
exert pressure on our law makers, to
our detriment. For a recent example,
take the Adler lever-action shotgun.
Some subjects are perennials – socalled “semi-automatic” firearms are
seen as bad news by the general
public. In short, semi-automatic has
become a dirty word. But what are
we actually talking about? A design
which fires a shot, ejects the fired
case, feeds a live round into the
chamber and cocks the firing pin with
each pull of the trigger. The correct
term here is “self-loading.”
The correct terminology is vital,
because all modern firearms are
semi-automatic. That is, they do
some things (but not all) automatically. Most cock automatically when
their actions are closed. They extract
the fired case automatically when the
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action is opened. Many shotguns automatically engage the safety catch
when they are closed. And so on.
Consequently, bolt-action rifles are
semi-automatic. So are lever actions
and pump actions. A single-shot,
falling-block action like the Ruger
No. 1 is semi-automatic. All revolvers
and double-barreled shotguns are
semi-automatic too. When we look
at vintage designs, we discover that
many old-timers are semi-automatic
– including the tipping block action of
the miniature Martini and the Remington No. 2 rolling block action.
Here comes the crunch. If any
government were to ban all semi-automatic firearms without clearly
specifying what was meant, the ban
would apply to nearly every firearm in
private hands.
CONTINUED PAGE 11

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

The only exceptions would be a few
ancient muzzleloaders with external
hammers and their reproductions.
Is such a thing possible? You bet.
It all comes down to the draftsmen
who draft the bills and the politicians
who put the bills before Parliament.
If a proposed law requires technical
accuracy and neither the draftsmen
nor the politicians have it, the result
can be a mess.
For proof, take the monumental political gaffe which nearly found its way
into law.
In 1992, amendments to the Victorian
Firearms Act went before Parliament. The amending bill had a loose

definition of the term “firearm” – by
its definition, pressure-pack cans
became firearms.

Let’s turn back to the media’s strug-

Had the definition been written into
law, no Victorian would be allowed
to use a pressure-pack can of fly
spray, deodorant, paint (or any other
product) without first having a firearm
licence. Furthermore, every pressure-pack can in the home or shed
would have to be registered with the
Firearms Registry.

are said to be AK47s, especially if the

When shooting organisations attacked the error, the definition was
changed. Perhaps hardware stores
and supermarkets breathed a sigh
of relief. If the sloppy definition had
survived, the legal profession would
have had a field day.

70 years old. It pre-dates the Korean

gles with firearms. In many news reports, rifles carried by “the bad guys”
report focuses on terrorists. Journalists
seem to believe that AK47s are common, hence their obsession with the
model. I suppose they like using the
AK47 label because it sounds factual
and has acquired a dramatic aura.
Fact: The self-loading AK47 is nearly
War and is well and truly obsolete. It
still exists, but only in small numbers.
One’s chances of encountering a
genuine AK47 are small indeed.
© Copyright R. Williams November 2016

Enjoy writing?

Ask us about becoming a Victorian Shooter writer.

The Victorian Shooter is looking for paid contributors to write technical pieces, product
reviews, hunting stories, news updates and event articles. It’s a great way to practice
your writing skills and build up a portfolio of paid work.
The role is perfect for retirees, passionate shooters and writers, or students who want
careers in journalism, professional writing or marketing. Plus, writers on agreement
are paid $200 per article! Talk to the Editor to obtain a writers pack and get started.
Editor: Caitlin Pearson, Phone: 03 8892 2777, Email: caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au
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How to handle a snake bite
MICHELLE COLLINS
Jeroki First Aid Training

in the pictures (see below) is
recommended by the Australian Venom Research Unit. The
shapes on the bandage guide
you towards correct application.
When the bandage is at rest you
will see rectangles, when you are
applying it with correct tension,
the rectangles will become
squares. If this type of bandage
is not available, a broad elastic or
crepe bandage should be used.

A

t this time of year,
snakebites are a genuine
risk that all shooters need
to be aware of. They are a life
threatening emergency and need
to be treated as such. Australia has
11 of the 12 most deadly snakes
in the world. In Victoria we have
five rated as ‘highly venomous’,
including the brown snake and the
tiger snake.
Snakes’ venom moves though a person’s body via the lymphatic system
(not the blood system). It means that
venom will travel through the body
when it is moving and the muscles
are contracting.
With this in mind, the best way to
treat a suspected snakebite is to
immobilise the person who has been
bitten.
Do this by keeping the patient as still
as possible. Don’t move the person
unless it is unsafe to remain in place.
The next thing to do is to apply a
pressure immobilisation bandage. The
bandage will prevent the limb from
moving and thus prevent the venom
from moving around the body.
1.

Keep the person as calm as possible. Locate the bite site, which
is usually on the ankle, lower leg
or arm.

2. The SMART Band bandage

3. Start bandaging at the extremity of
the limb, either the fingers or toes.

Calling emergency services
If a snake has bitten someone, the
person needs to be transported to
an emergency department by ambulance. The best number to call for
an ambulance is 000. When you call
emergency services, they need to

know your location to send the ambulance to you. However, if you are on
a range or on a property, giving an
exact location can be tricky.
Thanks to modern technology, there
are smartphone apps that can assist

4. Work your way up the limb
towards the center of the body,
wrapping the bandage firmly
as you go up. Apply the same
firmness as you would use on a
sprained ankle.

when seeking your exact location.

5. Continue to bandage past the
bite site and wrap as high as
you can go. By having minimal
doubling of the bandage, you will
able to cover more of the limb. If
possible, use a pen to mark the
outside of the bandage where the
bite is. Emergency departments
can cut a hole at that spot and
test the venom to see what type
of snakebite it is.

or SES.

6. If you can splint the limb, do so.

principle trainer of Jeroki First Aid

7.

Ensure the person remains as
still as possible.

8. Call and wait for emergency
assistance.

A compass app or a GPS app can
give you latitude and longitude
co-ordinates. Additionally, the free
Emergency Plus app can generate
your GPS co-ordinates and call 000

First aid training
A good first aid course can provide
you with the skills to deal with various
emergencies, including how to treat
snakebites. An effective trainer will
be able to tailor the course to demonstrate scenarios shooters may face.

Michelle Collins is the owner and
Training. She has over 20 years of industry experience. Her goal is to provide practical training in an engaging
and entertaining manner. For more
information visit www.jeroki.com.au

1
Snakes generally bite people on the ankle, lower leg or
arm. The bite marks look like this.
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2
When the SMART Band is at rest you
will see rectangles (picture 1), when you
are applying the correct tension, the
rectangles will become squares (picture 2).

Bright future
ahead

Youth Training Scheme participant Luke Puckridge, 14, taking part in the SSAA State Junior Field Rifle Championships at Springvale on November 6.
PICTURE: Caitlin Pearson

T

Sean Rasmussen, 16, won the SSAA State
Junior Field Rifle Championships last month.
The Year 10 Hillcrest Christian College student
has been shooting for two or three years.
INSET: Jack Rasmussen, 13, took out the
resting prone shoot for beginner shooters.

he Springvale and Eagle
Park Youth Training
Schemes (YTS) are
encouraging more young people
to join in their monthly shoots. The
YTS provides an avenue for juniors
aged 12 and up to learn the safe
handling and use of firearms, get
top-level coaching from dedicated
volunteers and gain experience in
shooting competitions.

Sean Rasmussen, 16, is one YTS
participant who can vouch for the
coaching quality after taking out
the SSAA State Junior Field Rifle
Championships at Springvale Shooting Range on November 6. The Year
10 Hillcrest Christian College student
said he loved everything about the
program since joining two or three
years ago.
“I used to go to Scouts and one of the
leaders there suggested that I come
and try shooting because I might enjoy it,” he said. “So I came down for
the open day and tried the pistols and
rifles and then just kept coming each
Sunday. I get to shoot a lot, I get to
talk to people that I wouldn’t normally

see and my shooting skills are
improving.”
Having tried pistol and rifle, Sean
said he preferred rifle shooting because it was easier than the handguns. “Sitting is what I’m best at,” he
said. “I haven’t done prone shooting
in a while.” While he started out “a
pretty good shot”, Sean said he’d
improved with a little coaching. He
finished the competition with a score
of 366.4. He was 22 points ahead of
the nearest competitor.
Sean competed in the over-15 to
under-18 grade. Coming in second
was Kara Bux, with a score of 344.2.
Third place went to Michael Collier,
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who was just behind with a score of
344. In the 12 to under-15 grade Jacob Bux finished on top with a score
of 338.1. April Buttress, who finished
with a score of 338.1, came second
and Robert Milton finished third with
a score of 290.2.
The resting prone shoot for beginner
participants was also a close contest.
Sean’s younger brother Jack Rasmussen finished on top with a score
of 271.3. Erin Ward came in second
for the class, scoring 264.2, while
Joshua Utoyo finished in third place
with a score of 259.1.
CONTINUED PAGE 14
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Running alongside the state competition, the organisers held an event for
people who were too old to officially
compete in the junior competition.
Last year’s State Junior Field Rifle
Champion Elise Collier, who turned
18 recently, won that competition.
Her score was 382.5. In second
place for the over-18s was Amy
McMahon, with a score of 377.4, with
Emily Taylor coming in third, scoring
357.4.
The highly anticipated ‘most improved’ award is presented by the
Eagle Park YTS each year. Dean
Taylor said the award was designed
to look at relative improvement
across two years. “We look at how
far away the competitors were from a
perfect score last year and compare
it to this year,” he said at the event.
“Whoever’s got the highest relative
increase gets the award.” Brendan
Taylor was awarded the accolade
this year and he took home a brand
new swag, donated by the Eagle
Park YTS.

A group of Youth Training Scheme participants after competing in the prone shooting
competition. BELOW: Royce Bux (left) and Eddie Taylor were just a couple of the volunteer
helpers at the event.

Organiser Jeannine Taylor said many
YTS participants shied away from
the state titles because they were
nervous about competing. But she
said it was a supportive environment

Jeannine said participating in competitions like the SSAA State Junior
Field Rifle Championships provided
junior shooters with great coaching
from a team of dedicated and expe-

and the structure was easy to follow,
making it fun for all involved.
“We have a prone competition which
is for those who have just started
shooting,” she said. “They do three
disciplines of prone only. Then in the
field rifle competition we do rapid fire
off-hand, standing post and sitting.
We have first, second and third
prizes for those and then we have
an overall champion, which doesn’t
involve the over-18s.”

The SSAA State Junior Field Rifle Competition
participants having fun after the shoot.
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rienced volunteers. She encouraged
any members with children aged
12 to under-18 to sign their children
up for the program. Information
can be found on the SSAA Victoria
website ssaavic.com.au/education/
youth-training-scheme
MORE PICTURES PAGE 15

Charles Liao, 24

Dillon Slattery, 14

Elise Collier, 18

Amy McMahon, 22

Annabelle Meriton, 13

Joshua Utoyo, 12

RESULTS
FIELD RIFLE
Over-18 and under-24
1

Elise Collier

382.5

2

Amy McMahon

377.4

3

Emily Taylor

357.4

Over-15 and under-18
Josh Stanyer, 14

Mark Johnson, 15

1

Sean Rasmussen

366.4

2

Kara Bux

344.2

3

Michael Collier

344.0

Over-12 and under-15
1

Jacob Bux

338.1

2

April Buttress

310.1

3

Robert Milton

290.2

RESTING PRONE
1

Jack Rasmussen

271.3

2

Erin Ward

264.2

3

Josuha Utoyo

259.1

Most Improved Junior 2016
Brendan Taylor
Overall Competition Winner
(Under 18)
Kara, 15, and Jacob Bux, 13, with their dad, Royce, during the competition results
announcement.
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Sean Rasmussen
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Hog hunt on the Island
DAVID CROFT
SSAA Victoria
Training and Programs Co-ordinator

A

handful of Victorian hunters
will have the opportunity
to hunt on Snake Island,
near Wilsons Promontory, next
year. There are about 500 Hog
deer on Snake Island which is
a 35sq km sand island popular
among bushwalkers, campers, bird
watchers and kayakers.
For more than 20 years recreational
shooting and hunting organisations
have lobbied the State Government
to allow safe and sustainable recreational hunting in the area. The
shooting sector had a win in August
when Minister for Environment Lily
D’Ambrosio announced that the
island would open for balloted Hog
deer hunting.
The two year trial, commencing
February 2017, will follow a similar
process to the established Hog deer
ballot at Blond Bay State Game
Reserve and Boole Poole Peninsula.
The Blond Bay Hog deer ballot was
introduced in 1989 and the Boole
Poole ballot was introduced in 1992.
The ballots have raised funds for the
maintenance and improvement of
both parks, which are managed by
Parks Victoria. They have also provided unique hunting opportunities
for recreational hunters.
The Snake Island ballot will offer seven hunts between February and May
2017, with a maximum of eight hunters on each hunt. Under the plan, 56
people will get the opportunity to hunt
deer on Snake Island.
Minister D’Ambrosio said introducing
balloted hunting on the island would
benefit the whole region.
“Opening up Snake Island to balloted
Hog deer hunting will bring new visi-

Snake Island is a 35sq km island off the coast of Gippsland.

tors into the region which will benefit
local businesses and tourism operators,” she said. “Balloted hunting will
be conducted in a way that minimizes
the impact on other users of Snake
Island and places safety as its highest priority.”
The Victorian Government’s plan
was welcomed by SSAA Victoria
which had been involved in consultation ahead of the announcement in
August. “The ballot is an opportunity
for members to hunt somewhere very
few have been able to hunt deer,”
Chief Executive Officer Jack Wegman said. “It also has much wider
implications in that it is an opportunity to show the State Government
the benefits of increasing access for
responsible hunters.”
While the announcement was
well-received by sporting shooters,
the Snake Island Cattlemen’s Association (SICA) slammed the decision. Association President Peter
Mabilia told media, shortly after the
announcement, that he was disappointed by the decision. “We’ve
fought this in conjunction with other
stakeholders of the island for the last
40 years,” he said.
“Our main concern is safety because obviously our island can be
accessible from all areas. You don’t
really know who’s on the island at
any stage. Fisherman have also
got concerns because there’s quite
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a lot of boating activity around the
island. There’s bushwalkers, there’s
kayakers and lots of people go over
to camp there as well. When there’s
a gun involved, there is risk to public
safety, isn’t there? There has to be. I
know these people are drilled on how
they should be shooting ... but that’s
idealistic not realistic.”
But Australian Deer Association
(ADA) Victorian President Col Brumley reassured The Weekly Times that
safety would be paramount during
the trial. “Two expert risk assessments from Victoria Police over the
past four years have confirmed that
there is no risk to public safety,” he
said.
Since the initial announcement Parks
Victoria has undertaken consultation with key stakeholders including
SSAA Victoria, ADA and the Snake
Island Cattlemen’s Association. A
draft operations plan was presented
to the groups at meetings throughout
October and November and they
were invited to provide feedback on
the plan.
Parks Victoria’s Area Chief Ranger for South Gippsland and Bass,
Gerard Delaney, says cattle grazing
and balloted Hog deer hunting can
co-exist “without compromising
either activity on the island, or the
safety of visitors”.
CONTINUED PAGE 17

laws will apply to the balloted hunt.
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The following measures have been
adopted to ensure the impact of hunting on other users is minimised and
places safety as its highest priority:
•

Weekday hunting only.

•

No hunting on weekends or public holidays.

•

Hunting will be allowed one week
on and one week off.

•

All hunters must attend a mandatory safety briefing delivered
by Game Management Authority
and Parks Victoria.

•

All firearms and game hunting

•

The island will be divided into
hunting blocks and ‘no go’ zones
will be established to ensure
hunting only occurs in appropriate areas.

•

A maximum of eight hunters will be
allowed to hunt at any one time.

•

Enforcement patrols will be conducted by Victoria Police, GMA
and Parks Victoria.

•

Hunting will not be permitted at
night.

Meetings were held in November
with the bushwalking and sea kayaking groups and local tourism opera-

tors before finalising the operations
plan. “Once the plan is finalised, a
fact sheet will be made widely available to inform island users and the
local community of the operational
detail of the ballot,” Gerard told the
media. “It will include exact hunting
and non-hunting periods as well as
non-hunting areas.”
Applications for the ballot closed
on November 30. It will be drawn
on December 10, 2016 at the Upper Goulbourn Branch of the ADA.
Hunters selected for the ballot will be
notified via mail.
For more information visit the Game
Management Authority website
(www.gma.vic.gov.au).

Hunters aid virus research

W

aterfowl
hunters will
be on the
frontline of Australian
efforts to capture and
study the Avian Influenza
Virus (AIV). The World
Health Organisation is
concerned that an avian
and human influenza
virus could mix, creating
a strain easily passed
from person-to-person. It
could trigger a pandemic
where the disease
spreads rapidly around
the world, infecting many
people.
The influenza pandemic
of 1918-19 killed up to
50 million people. More
people died from the virus
than from fighting during
WWI. Dubbed ‘Spanish flu’,
it was the most devastating
epidemic recorded in world
history.
AIV is present in wild bird
populations around the

gather enough samples
from penguins in Antarctica
and shorebirds in Australia
through trapping. But his
best hope of capturing the
virus from wild duck populations is hunters taking
swabs from harvested
birds.

The Conservation and Hunting
magazine.

world. Australia has a specific strain that infects shore
birds and is endemic in wild
duck populations, although
few die as a result.

“AVI is potentially a dangerous virus because it infects
poultry and can spread to
humans, as seen with the
H5N1 virus outbreaks in
South East Asia,” he said.

Professor Marcel Klaassen
has been collecting samples in Australia and Antarctica to study AIV diversity; the evolutionary dynamics of AIV in wild birds and
poultry; and the role played
by environmental transmission in AIV ecology.

Members from Geelong
Field and Game (FGA)
were recently trained in
swabbing ducks and safely
storing the samples for the
research team. Professor
Klaassen said the more
FGA members that participated, the higher the
chance of capturing and
preserving the virus for
research.

Professor Klaassen can

“The genetic material that
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forms the heart of the virus
is very unstable, it mutates
very rapidly and two different virus types can exchange genetic material,”
Professor Klaassen said.
“We want to understand
that process better and the
project we have together with the World Health
Organisation and Sydney
University is designed to
get a better handle on how
these viruses evolve in
nature.”
Hunters already lead or
contribute to a range of scientific research supporting
wetland conservation, duck
populations and predator
control, but this is a new
string in our bow.

This story is an excerpt
from Conservation and
Hunting, a publication produced by Field
and Game Australia
and Australian Deer
Association.
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PROTECT YOUR VISION
AND HEARING

Ear protection is mandatory for everyone on SSAA Victoria ranges.
Eye protection is recommended for all shooters and mandatory for
juniors (under 18) on all centrefire and rimfire ranges.

For more information contact the Sporting
Shooters Association of Australia Victoria.
Phone: 03 8892 2777
ssaavic.com.au

MPs give shooters crickets
CAITLIN PEARSON
Victorian Shooter editor

S

SAA Victoria members
have received just a few
responses from emails to
state and Commonwealth MPs
about the National Firearms
Agreement (NFA) Technical
Review. In September, the
Association called for members to
write to politicians demanding that
any changes made to the NFA be
based on fact and calling for more
transparency in the process.

Several members shared their emails
and letters with the SSAA Victoria
State Office. However, sadly, members received just a handful of direct
replies. Victorian Police Minister Lisa
Neville wrote a lengthy letter regarding the issue and sent the same
version to all SSAA members who
wrote to her.
In her letter, Ms Neville explained
the NFA review process and said the
Victorian Government would continue
to work closely with all other jurisdictions to ensure that “an updated NFA
continues to prioritise public safety
and the interests of legitimate firearm
licensees”.
“The Victorian Government believes
in firearms laws that strike the right
balance between public safety and
the legitimate interests of licensed
firearm holders who responsibly use
a firearm, such as sporting shooters,
primary producers and recreational
hunters,” she said ahead of October’s
Law, Crime and Community Safety
Council (LCCSC) meeting.
“Work on the NFA review in the lead

Commonwealth Justice Minister Michael
Keenan

up to the October meeting is ongoing, with officials from each jurisdiction developing advice for their
respective governments. However, at
this stage no formal agreement has
been reached by ministers.”
Ms Neville then used the opportunity
to promote the Victorian Government’s contribution towards tackling
the illegal firearms market nationally.
The minister promoted the state’s
successful push to investigate and
report on the status and extent of
illegal firearms in the community. She
also highlighted the Labor Party’s
December 2015 laws regarding illegal
possession, trafficking and manufacturing of firearms for criminal use.
Federal Justice Minister Michael
Keenan instructed the Attorney-General’s Department Firearms Team to
reply to member letters. The team offered little by way of transparency but
did state that the review was “not about
targeting law-abiding firearm owners”.
“The Australian Government is conscious that the regulation of firearms
is of great interest to many members
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Victorian Police Minister Lisa Neville

of the Australian community,” the
department said. “For this reason,
we have consulted broadly to ensure
that any changes to the agreement
continue to strike an appropriate balance between community safety and
those with a genuine need to access
firearms. The review is not about
targeting law-abiding firearm owners,
but rather focuses on simplifying
the Agreement and ensuring that it
remains current today.”
Replying on behalf of Victorian Senator Scott Ryan, Electorate Officer
Michael Horner said the government
had “consulted broadly” to ensure
that any changes to the NFA would
“strike an appropriate balance
between community safety and the
rights of licensed firearm users”.
“In particular, in addition to incorporating advice from all Commonwealth, state and territory law enforcement and justice agencies, the
NFA review has also involved consultation with the firearms community, including industry, sporting and
recreational groups,” he said.
CONTINUED PAGE 20
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“This review is not about targeting
law-abiding gun owners, but ensuring
the agreement remains current today.
The Turnbull Government is committed to ensuring the review of NFA
considers the voice of all stakeholders in a transparent and consultative
process. It is important that both the
rights of law-abiding gun owners are
upheld, and our communities remain
safe.”
Victorian Opposition Whip Joanne
Ryan also had a staffer respond to
SSAA member letters. Electoral Officer Lili Reyna said she recognised
that “the majority of legal firearm
owners complied with legislation”.
However she said it was time the
NFA was reviewed.

“Labor believes it is reasonable that
the technical elements of this almost
20-year-old agreement are reviewed
to ensure it keeps up-to-date with developments in technology,” she said.
“Labor has met with representatives
of the firearms community, as well
as gun control advocates, to listen
to concerns from both sides. We will
consider the recommendations of the
NFA review when they are released.
Until those findings are released it
is not reasonable to pre-empt the
outcome of that review.”
And what from the rest of the MPs
and ministers SSAA members contacted? … Crickets.
The next Council of Australian Governments meeting is set for December 9. The states and territories are
expected to discuss the NFA once

again at that meeting.
SSAA has continuously warned
against the re-categorisation of any
firearms when there is no evidence to
support a benefit to community safety. Legislation and regulation based
on hysterical emotion or fear-mongering is bad governance.
For the past 18 months, SSAA and
other firearms sports and industry
groups have counselled, met with
and provided written submissions
to the federal and state governments, with little evidence that they
have progressed with any positive
changes to firearms laws. For now, it
appears the NFA review is destined
to remain in limbo and with that a
lost opportunity to cut red tape for
firearm owners and government
departments.

Devoted shooters commemorate El Alamein
NICK O’BRIEN
Military Rifle Club and Victorian Rifle
Association member

M

ilitary enthusiast from
SSAA Victoria and
Victorian Rifle Association
(VRA) came together in October to
commemorate the second battle of
El Alamein. The 18th El Alamein
event was held at VRA’s Lang
Lang Rifle Range on Saturday,
October 22 – 75 years since the
battle in North Africa.

The second battle of El Alamein ran
from October 23 to November 11,
1942, about 100km from Alexandria
in Egypt. It was a decisive battle
in which 300 Sherman tanks were
shipped to Egypt from the USA. The
first battle of El Alamein had prevented the Axis powers (Germany,
Italy, Japan, Hungary, Romania and
Bulgaria) from advancing further into
Egypt. The second battle, however,
left the allied troops victorious and
the Axis powers retreating all the way
back to Tunisia.

Andrew B taking aim with .303 target rifle during
the 18th El Alamein event at Lang Lang Rifle Range.

Decades after the battle, Military Rifle
Club member Richard McLean was
looking for a way to form a connection
with the VRA. That’s when the he established the El Alamein competition
at the VRA Lang Lang Range. The
now-annual competition involves VRA
clubs from Warrnambool, Bendigo,
Castlemaine and St Arnaud. Each
year the El Alamein commemorative
event is held on the Saturday closest
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to October 23, to match the date the
second battle of El Alamein commenced in North Africa.
This year, each competitor was issued a reproduction wool felt service
patch of the Ninth Division Australian
Imperial Force, 26th Brigade.
CONTINUED PAGE 21
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The black patch (see picture on page
20) was for the 2/23rd battalion, the
purple for the 2/24th battalion and the
white for the 2/48th battalion, where
the prefix 2 denotes they were units
in the 2nd AIF as raised in WWII.
With heavy rain forecast, a smaller
group of true believers was rewarded
with a full course of fire. The sound
of rifle fire rang out, with 14 shooters
contesting the El Alamein Trophy
Shoot. All competitors used original
.303 Enfield rifles that saw army
service up until 1960, or heavy barrel
SMLE .303s that were modified for
target use up until 1969 when the
.303 cartridge was retired from target
shooting.
The course of fire included deliberate, rapid and snap shooting. As part
of the El Alamein trophy, all shooters
also completed five shots at a random snap target presented anywhere
along the target line, with the target

Terry C with No.4 .303 service
rifle on the firing line.

in view for only four seconds each
time. The Richard McLean trophy for
top gun went to VRA’s Brian McK,
while Nick O’B took home the SMLE
handicap trophy, by one bullseye.
The final 2016 El Alamein Teams
Trophy saw the MRC team score
366.06 points, including 20 points
from the team volley fire section. This
was not enough to overcome the VRA
team, which gained a total of 426.13.
It means the victorious VRA now has
the best winning streak of six wins
since the event began in 1999.

The tactical challenge event at 200m
was contested by teams, with a
Private commanding an Observer
and a Sniper. Teams had to follow
written orders and engage a “tin hat”
target with eight shots after walking
to retrieve orders and ammunition
from a Command Post behind the
firing line. The many mistakes made
this a fun event for the spectators. A
strong shoot by David R, Brian McK
and Alan C gave them the chance to
break out the bubbly after the presentation, each winning a bottle of
champagne.

Christmas 2016
trading hours
Over the Chrismas period, SSAA Victoria’s metropolitan ranges
and the State Office will close temporarily.
Springvale Range will be closed from Saturday, December 24 to
Monday, January 2. The range will reopen on Tuesday, January 3.
Eagle Park Range will be closed from Saturday, December 24
to Thursday, January 5. It will reopen on Friday, January 6.
The State Office at Box Hill will also shut down over
the Christmas period. It will be closed from Saturday,
December 24 to Monday, January 2.

The team at SSAA
Victoria wishes you all a
safe and happy Christmas.
SSAAVIC.COM.AU
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Aussies take out Big Game comp

A

ustralia has taken out
its sixth consecutive
International Big Game
Rifle Competition in the UK. Six
Aussies joined 26 others for the
event, which was hosted by the
British Sporting Rifle Club at Bisley,
in Surrey, England, on September
9 and 10.
The Bisley shooting grounds were
established 156 years ago. Competitor
Lance Eastwood said Queen Victoria
fired the first shot at the range. “Some
of the buildings were as old as the
range,” he said. “You could see the
history on the boards in the clubroom.
It was really interesting.”
Victoria’s Bob Christopher and
Queensland’s Graeme Wright and
Mark Hibbert represented the Australian team. The Victorian team of
three was split up to bolster small
teams from other countries. Lance
filled in for the US, Andrew Hepner
helped the South Africans and Ray
Garrow was without a team.
UK shooter Darren Cottee finished
the competition on top overall. The
three members of the Australian
Team came in second (Bob), third
(Graeme) and fourth (Mark). This

S

Andrew Hepner (left) competing at the International Big Game Competition in the UK in September.

outcome meant a comfortable win for
the Australians in the team competition. The South African team, featuring Andrew, finished second. The UK
team came third and the US team,
featuring Lance, finished fourth.
“The number one Australian team
was successful in bringing home the
bacon, winning easily from South
Africa,” Lance said. “We were well
represented by a large contingent
of Aussies and their wives, partners
and family members. We had about
17 at a dinner held after the shoot to
present prizes.”
The competition consisted of four

standard classes – group one, group
two, special snap and double rifle.
The fifth class, always selected by
the host country, was the Swedish
Running Deer. “They were all pretty
hotly contested because they were
shooting pretty big hunting rifles,”
Lance said. “You have to have a fair
amount of skill to use them.”
Despite being allocated to the US
team, Lance said he thoroughly enjoyed participating in the competition
and meeting new friends. When the
seventh International Big Game Rifle
Competition comes around in 2018,
he hopes to compete again, but for
the Australian team.

Shotgun competition calendar released

hotgun shooters from across the State have
been invited to the Five-Stand Selection Shoot
at Eagle Park on Sunday, February 12, 2017.
Hosted by the Little River Sporting Clays, the event
will be followed by the National Championship at the
Shepparton Branch from July 28 to 30.
Litte River Sporting Clays President Eddie Magee encouraged all competitive five-stand shooters to come along to
the competition. “SSAA shooters can use the points they get
from this competition towards their entry in the Nationals,” he
said.
SSAA Victoria encourages regional shooters to make the trip
down for the weekend competition. “There’s plenty of accommodation near the range,” Eddie said. “The Little River Hotel

has accommodation and Geelong, Werribee and Bacchus
Marsh have a heap of accommodation for visitors.”
Nominations will kick off at 9am with the shooting getting
under way at 9.30am. The club’s canteen is fully catered.

Five-stand schedule 2017
•

February 12: Five-stand selection shoot, Eagle Park
Range (Gifkins Road, Little River)

•

March 11: Five-stand second selection shoot, Shepparton Branch (1170 Midland Highway, Shepparton)

•

April 9: Victorian State Five-stand Titles, Eagle Park
Range

•

July 28-30: Five Stand Shotgun National Championships, Shepparton Branch
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FACES OF SSAA VICTORIA

Lana Ziday

Lana Ziday is a new pistol shooter who joined Sporting Shooters Pistol Club at Springvale earlier this year. Lana is one of the new Faces of SSAA
Victoria. 												PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt

Pocket rocket Lana
doesn’t fit the mould
L
ana Ziday is no stranger
to smashing stereotypes
– she’s been doing it her
whole adult life. The 5’-something
mother-of-two spends most of her
time studying for her high school
teaching degree, raising her boys
and managing the household. But
that’s where mainstream living
ends for this mum.

Lana has been a competitive body
builder for 14 years. She loves
getting the leathers on for a ride on
her motorbike and she is a pistol
shooter. The mother to Brayden, 13,
and Damien, 10, says it can be hard

to relate to the mainstream mums at
school pick-up.

“People that know me know that
I’m not run-of-the-mill,” she said. “I
actually find the other mums a little
boring. They’re not interested in a lot
of the things that I love – shooting,
camping, body building, motorbike
riding. My kids are pretty used to me
doing a lot of weird stuff, so they take
it in their stride. They’re not run-ofthe-mill either.”
Fourteen years ago, Lana, who
had been overweight her whole life
decided to make a change – a big
change. That’s when she got into
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body building. “I’ve done 15-odd
competitions now,” she said, while
preparing for the Victorian Titles for
the INBA (iCompete Natural Bodybuilding Alliance).

Despite her hectic schedule, Lana
decided to take up pistol shooting
earlier this year and joined the Sporting Shooters Pistol Club (SSPC) at
Springvale. “My younger brother,
Allan, is a pistol shooter and he’s
been doing it for about 10 years,” she
said. “I shot a shotgun when I was
four but I hadn’t done any shooting
as an adult.”
CONTINUED PAGE 24
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Lana’s list of hobbies is longer than most people’s address books. The mother-of-two
enjoys camping, motorbike riding, pistol shooting and body building. INSET: Lana at a
recent body building competition. 		
MAIN PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

Lana has kept her new hobby pretty
quiet until recently, when she decided it was time to ‘out’ herself. “Most
people know about my body building
but I don’t often mention the shooting
because of the stigma attached,” she
said. “If I do bring it up they think it’s
amazing that I do all of these things.
It would be great if pistol shooting
was just better recognised as a competitive sport.”
After several months at SSPC, Lana
is already on the way to becoming
a competitive IPSC shooter. She
received her holster qualification in
July. “I’m am having so much fun,”
she said. “SSPC is the best club.
That is 90 per cent of the reason I’m
still shooting. They are so welcoming,
so much help and every time I do
something they are more than willing
to show me the right way.”
Lana usually goes pistol shooting
fortnightly, when the kids are at their
dad’s. But when they are old enough
to stay at home alone Lana plans to
increase her range attendance. She
may even start taking her boys along.
“The older one has expressed an
interest in pistol shooting,” she said.

Lana at a
body building
competition
with her
children
Damien, 10,
and Brayden,
13. BELOW:
The Chiappa
Revolver
Rhino Harley
uses in the
movie.

“They’re willing to try absolutely everything because they’ve
been brought up in that environment. I’ve always taught them
that as long as they were responsible and did it the right way, they
could do whatever they wanted.”
Next on the agenda for Lana is the
purchase of a Chiappa Rhino revolver,
just like the one from recently released
moved Suicide Squad. Harley Quinn
- played by Australian actress Margot
Robbie - carries a decorated Chiappa
Rhino 60DS with a white grip, gold
embellishments along the barrel and a
Joker emblem on the grip.
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For more information
about SSPC visit the SSAA Victoria website: http://www.ssaavic.
com.au/clubs/handgun-sub-clubs/
sporting-shooters-pistol-club/

Keep an eye out for the rest of
the Faces of SSAA Victoria in the
coming issues of the Victorian
Shooter magazine, on the website and in your local media.

Renovation work is under way at the metropolitan ranges...

Construction kicks-off
SHAUN DOYLE
SSAA Victoria Facilities Manager

C

apital works have begun at
the Springvale and Eagle
Park ranges, following the
successful awarding of several
Victorian Government grants.
SSAA Victoria and several of its
sub-clubs received funding through
round two of the Shooting Sports
Facilities Program earlier this year.
Both Springvale and Eagle Park
received $100,000 grants - which
will each be topped up by $50,000
of the Association’s funds - for
capital projects at the facilities. The
grants came after the Association
successfully applied for $100,000
for Springvale through round one of
the program last year.

SPRINGVALE
Since announcing the latest round
of grants in the October Victorian
Shooter, a new ventilation system
has been installed on range one. This
system will prevent lead dust particles
from gathering around the range. An
evaporative cooling system was also
installed for the warmer months.
Ranges three and four were closed
for works on November 21 and will
remain closed until December 11.
During this period a team of tradespeople have built a new wall to
replace the worn-out timber fences
between the two ranges.
Simultaneously, the backing plates
on ranges three and four are being
replaced. On range three it means
removing the existing half-height
backing plate and replacing it with a
full-height structure the same height
as the existing range four backing
plate. The new backing plates will be
thicker. The angles of the walls will

Ranges three, four and five at Springvale have been closed for renovations since November 21.
The works involved the fence between the ranges being knocked down to make way for a new
wall.

also be increased to better deflect
projectiles without damaging the
structure. Increasing the height of the
backing plate on range three will also
allow for increased capacity on the
range.
In December the range entry will also
be revamped. Two new corridors,
equipped with one-way secure gates,
will be installed inside the building –
one for entering patrons and the other for exiting patrons. Once inside the
gates, patrons will be directed to a
new window at the side of the range
office for the collection and return of
firearms. The new passage will reduce congestion during busy periods
and ensure a more secure transfer
of firearms. Other increased security
measures will also be installed to
reduce unlawful entry or exiting of
the range.
Next year the fence between ranges two and three will be replaced
with a new wall. A wall will also
be constructed along the walkway
behind the firing line so that it can be
enclosed. It will improve safety for
patrons moving between the ranges
and reduce noise. Overhead baffles will also be constructed across
the entire width of range three to
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increase the serviceable area of the
range. The long-term plan for range
three is to divide it into two ranges to
increase the facility’s capacity.
Also being completed next year is the
renovation of the amenities, painting
of a number of key areas across the
range and the introduction of bullet
traps on some of the ranges to assist
with lead removal.
EAGLE PARK
Changes are also evident at Eagle
Park Range, where three new clay
throwers have been bought with the
grant money. The first thrower was
fixed onto the main range and is
available to members to use during
range open hours. The thrower is
operated from inside the shooting
cage, with a simple trigger installed
at knee-height. The system activates
on a token mechanism at a cost of
$10 for 25 clays.
Two more clay throwers have been
installed at the five-stand range to
replace ageing machines. The fivestand range has been growing in
popularity since its introduction last
year. It now operates on Saturdays
and Sundays.
CONTINUED PAGE 26
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This month, the remainder of the roof
trusses will be replaced on the main
range. The project, which began
last year, will ensure the structure
is secure for years to come. The
eastern end of the main range is also
being concreted to replace the gravel
ground. It will boost the capacity of
the main range to just under 100
benches. The installation of the
disability ramp at the office end of
the range will resolve the need for
patrons who are unable to climb the
stairs to be driven onto the range
during cease fires. Dedicated disability parking will also be established
next to the ramp.

Within a week of closing the ranges for
works, the old walls were demolished,
the excavation work had begun and it
was really looking like a construction
site. Ranges three, four and five are set
to reopen in mid-December.

Next year, an access boom gate
will be installed in front of the range
office to control traffic to the sub-club
ranges. Patrons will need to purchase tokens from the range office
to operate the gate. This system will
boost security at the ranges.
Other works will include the installation of 20 permanent gongs on the
main range – at 200m, 300m, 400m
and 500m. The main office will also
be updated to better display stock
and be more user-friendly for the
staff and patrons.
Finally, new signage will be installed
across both ranges. The signage
will include updated range rules,
distance markers on the main ranges
and other directional signage.
Running alongside the State Office-commissioned works, the Sporting Shooters Pistol Club (SSPC) at
Springvale and the Military Rifle Club
at Eagle Park are undertaking works
with money they received through
the same program. SSAA Victoria
will be working with these clubs to
assist in the delivery of the projects.
These works will ensure that the
ranges are safe and modern for
SSAA Victoria members.
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Deer harvest on the rise

Victorian deer hunters are harvesting an increasing number of deer, particularly Sambar.

T

he number of deer harvested
by Game Licence-holders in
Victoria increased by 10,000
from 2014 to 2015, according to
new data.

On Friday, October 21, Game Management Authority released the ‘Estimates of harvest for deer in Victoria’,
obtained through telephone surveys
of Game Licence-holders licensed to
hunt deer. The information collected
included the amount of time spent
hunting each year, the number of
deer harvested, hunting methods and
more.
The data also revealed increases in
the number of Game Licence-holders
endorsed to hunt deer, days spent
hunting and the number of deer harvested per hunter.
Game Licence-holders endorsed to
hunt deer increased in 2014, from
23,830 in January to 30,244 at the
end of the year. The following year,
there were 25,229 licence-holders
endorsed to hunt deer in January and
that number rose to 32,870 by the
end of the year.
In 2014, each licence-holder hunted
on approximately 6.7 days, with an
average yearly harvest of 2.2 deer
each. The results for the following

Sambar

Fallow

Red

2014

51,390

7870

745

2015

55,094

14,488

939

year were slightly elevated, with the
licence-holders hunting on 6.8 days
and harvesting 2.4 deer each.
Based on the total number of people
endorsed to hunt deer, it corresponds
to an estimated 62,165 deer harvested during the 2014 deer-hunting
season in Victoria and 71,142 in
2015. The 2014 and 2015 annual
deer harvests were the two largest
on record. The 2015 estimate was 14
per cent higher than the next highest
estimated deer harvest (2014).
The most commonly harvested species in the two-year period was Sambar – with an estimated total harvest
of 51,390 in 2014 and 55,094 in 2015.
The number of Fallow harvested
doubled from 2014 to 2015, with an
estimated total harvest of 7870 and
14,488 respectively.
The data also showed Game Licence-holders had no gender bias
(see right), which could mean that
the importance of not hunting only for
trophies is getting through.
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Hog

138

In 2014 five Victorian towns that
reported the most deer harvests
were (in descending order) Mansfield, Bairnsdale, Dargo, Benalla and
Myrtleford. There was little change
in 2015, with the top five towns being
Mansfield, Myrtleford, Dargo, Bairnsdale and Licola.

2014

Male

Female

Sambar

52.9%

47.1%

Fallow

56.4%

43.6%

Red

50%

50%

2015

Male

Female

Sambar

48.7%

51.3%

Fallow

58%

42%

Red

50%

50%
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Total
harvest

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

38,284

42,133

30,753

59,206

43,985

62,165

71,142
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The most popular hunting spots were
(in descending order) Mansfield, Licola, Bairnsdale, Dargo and Benalla
in 2014, and Mansfield, Dargo, Licola, Bairnsdale and Jamieson in 2015.
The data proves that recreational
hunters are doing their bit towards
managing increasing deer populations
across the state but limited access
to key areas is counteracting their
efforts. SSAA Victoria Chief Executive Officer Jack Wegman said unless
more areas were opened up to recreational hunters the deer population in
Victoria would continue to increase.

“An increase of 10,000 deer being
harvested in just one year is a great
effort by our licensed and responsible recreational hunters,” he said. “It
puts fresh, hormone-free and lean
meat on the table for their families
and helps control population growth.
“But deer numbers will continue to
increase if the State Government refuses to unlock key areas like Mount
Buffalo, parts of the Alpine National
Park, the Yarra Ranges and the
Snowy River National Park.
“These areas become breeding
grounds for deer, which can cause
frustration for neighbouring farmers

and, in some cases, obstacles for
road users.”
Mount Buffalo National Park has
become a breeding ground for deer
which regularly venture outside of the
park. The situation has contributed to
the high harvest numbers at Myrtleford in 2014 and 2015. Deer hunting
is not allowed in the Yarra Ranges
and the Snowy River National Park
despite the fact that those areas have
increasing numbers of deer.
SSAA Victoria will continue to lobby
the State Government for better
access for hunters.

Victorian Cadets win national comp
ADRIAN HANCOCK
SSAA Victoria member

The winning
Australian Air
Force Cadets
National Rifle
Competition team,
comprising Cadet
Flight Sergeant
Joel Cooper (left),
Cadet Corporal
Franco Aucamp,
Cadet Warrant
Officer Travis
Rozario and Cadet
Corporal Holly
Hancock. CCPL
Hancock is a SSAA
member who
shoots at Eagle
Park Range.

V

ictorian members of the
Australian Air Force Cadets
(AAFC) have for the
first time won the National Rifle
Competition. The team competed
against 24 other cadets from
across the nation.

The No 4 Wing (Victoria) team, aged
from 17 to 20, comprised Cadet Corporal Franco Aucamp, Cadet Flight
Sergeant Joel Cooper, Cadet Corporal Holly Hancock and Cadet Warrant
Officer Travis Rozario.
With a score of 2113 from a possible
2400, the Victorian cadets achieved
the second highest score recorded
at any AAFC National Rifle Shooting
Competition. The score was only
eclipsed by No 3 Wing (NSW)’s 2012
score of 2191.
Individual shooting scores placed
Cadet Warrant Officer Rozario, with
a score of 90 per cent, in third posi-

tion out of 28 competitors. In a previous AAFC National Rifle Competition, Cadet Warrant Officer Rozario
attained the highest individual score.
Cadet Corporal Holly Hancock, who
is a SSAA member and shoots at
Eagle Park Range, achieved an
individual score of 89.7 per cent for
fourth place.
Cadet Corporal Franco Aucamp took
ninth place with a score of 88.7 per
cent; and Cadet Flight Sergeant Joel
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Cooper came in 20th place with a
score of 83.8 per cent.
Held in September at Greenbank
Range near Brisbane, the AAFC
National Rifle Competition saw each
cadet shoot 60 .22 calibre rounds
from a prone, unsupported position,
using open sights at a range of 25m.
Each cadet was required to fire 40
rounds in their own time and 20
rounds were snap, with four seconds
in which to aim and fire a round.

IPSC Rifle/Shotgun Nationals
With a bit of history, perspective and observations from a fellow shooter

IPSC shooters from across the country converged on Eagle Park on October 28 and 29 for the Rifle/Shotgun Nationals. PICTURE: David Zielinski

DAVID ZIELINSKI
SSAA Victoria Director

T

he IPSC Rifle/Shotgun
Nationals were held at
Eagle Park in Little River on
October 28 and 29, with 38 people
competing from across Australia.

Sporting Shooters Pistol Club Secretary Shane Lott invited me to cover
the action on the Saturday and speak
to members. Shane is a passionate
advocate for all-things shooting, in
particular, IPSC competitive shooting. I’ve tried it a few times myself
and have found it challenging, technical and very enjoyable.
On day one of the competition I met
up with fellow SSAA Victoria Director
Greg Moon at the Practical Pistol
League of Australia (PPLA) range.
He gave me a little bit of an overview
of the day. The first day of the competition would be rifle and the second
day would be shotgun shooting. In
total there would be eight stages,
four squads and two Range Officers
per squad.
PPLA President Bill Campbell gave

the welcoming address. Once the
action got under way I had an opportunity to talk with Bill Campbell, who
has put 30 years into the club. He
has been President for 24 years and
State Selection Co-ordinator for 15.
Bill gave me a little history lesson on
IPSC and PPLA.
IPSC first came to Australia in 1976.
PPLA was the first IPSC club in
Victoria and the second in Australia at the time it was established.
PPLA is now based at Eagle Park in
Little River, with 21 ranges for IPSC
competitions.
Back in the day, Australia used to host
level four and five IPSC competitions.
They would attract thousands of competitors from across the world.
But when the tragic events of Port Arthur unfolded in 1996, things changed
forever. Bill was competing at Eagle
Park on the day, watching it unfold
on the news. He and others instantly
knew that their rifles were going to be
banned and confiscated. That was
despite the fact that then-Prime Minister John Howard said no international
sport would be impacted.
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Since 1996, IPSC in Australia is
restricted to level one, two and three
competitions, with little interest
from overseas competitors. When
Australians compete overseas, they
are at a clear disadvantage. They
have to store equipment overseas
at a friend’s house or borrow other
people’s equipment to compete. Still,
here in Australia, level three national
competitions can attract more than
180 people on average.
While it’s easy to dwell on the past,
Shane Lott wanted me to focus on all
the positives of competitive IPSC competition shooting. And there are many.
Getting into IPSC can be a little daunting, though many clubs like PPLA and
SSPC, are great places to start. They
run specialised beginner days for
those wanting to get into the sport.
Bill also discussed the training and
requirements people need to undertake to get into IPSC. The members’
introduction manual is well over 100
pages and a separate holster qualification manual is 43 pages.
CONTINUED PAGE 30
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Then there’s the IPSC Range Officer training. It is initially a two-day
course followed by on-range training,
supervision and the attendance of
three level three competitions as a
Range Officer. It can take up to 12
months to complete.
The one-on-one style - one person
shooting and one person as the
Range Safety Officer - makes IPSC
shooting the safest form of competitive shooting.
Arnya Olsen and Casey Bland, who competed in the Nationals, met through shooting.

So the level of training is pretty full
on, with a lot to learn on a continual
basis. But all of the people around
are more than helpful when it comes
to providing guidance, advice and
comradery, much like you would see
with mainstream sports and clubs
like your local footy club.
IPSC is also not exactly a cheap
sport to get into. Most competitors spend thousands of dollars on
firearms, gear and ammunition each
year. Most people competing at the
Nationals used Remington 7615
pump-action rifles, though you don’t
need one of those to compete. The
big expense isn’t necessary. Greg
Moon was competing with an old
Enfield .303 on the day and he was
still quite competitive.
During the competition I made my
way around the various stages. The
stages are meticulously set up using
special design software.
At the first stage I checked out some
of the action and spoke with some of
the competitors. Some of them had
been competing pre-1996 and some
post-1996. Everyone was helping
each other out, either with tips and
advice, or just simply picking up the
spent brass afterwards, patching,
scoring and assessing how they
went on the stage and having a good
old yak. It was a really welcoming
environment.
One thing that I did notice while

touring the stages was that there was
a number of female competitors and
Range Officers at the competition.
More women and juniors are getting
into recreational shooting, especially
with handguns and IPSC-style competitions. Bill confirmed that female
membership was on the rise.
I spoke with Arnya Olsen who was
competing on the day with her
partner Casey Bland. They actually
met through sports shooting. She is
relatively new to the sport and the
pair were sharing Casey’s rifle.
Another stage I visited on competition day was just about to get under
way. It was amusing to watch people
rehearse the stage prior to competing. They were using their arms and
hands as imaginary rifles while they
moved through the stage. IPSC is all
about time and score, so not rehearsing will cost the competitors. Some
people even make the “pew-pew”
sound when rehearsing, which gets a
laugh out of the fellow shooters.
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My first time at Little River for an
IPSC event was a great experience.
Outdoor and indoor competitions are
completely different in nature, though
the best part of both is the people.
We all come from different walks of
life – we are doctors, nurses, electricians, office workers, maybe even
neighbours – but the thing that brings
us all together is our sport.
If you’re interested in getting into
IPSC, both PPLA and SSPC conduct IPSC competitions on a regular
basis. For more information check
the range calendars and contact the
clubs or visit the websites via details
below:
•

SSPC - info@sspc.org.au
www.sspc.org.au

•

PPLA – bjcmbell@bigpond.com
www.ppla.org.au

•

IPSC Australia – www.ipsc.org.au
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Competitors
preparing how
to tackle the
stage with “the
pretend firearm”.

Overall tournament results

Rank

3-gun total (Combined)

1st

Casey Bland

Rank

Shotgun component
(open)

Rank

Rifle component
(open)

2nd

Bill Wood

1st

John Bellman

1st

Gary Tueno

3rd

Rich Hendrickson

2nd

Andrew Moss

2nd

Bill Wood

20th

Arnya Olsen (1st female)

3rd

Gary Tueno

3rd

James Taylor

SSPC
Secretary
Shane Lott

Rank

Rifle component (manual)

Rank

Shotgun component (manual)

1st

Casey Bland

1st

Casey Bland

2nd

Lachland Procek

2nd

Rick Hendrickson

3rd

Greg Moon

3rd

Bill Wood

5th

Arnya Olsen (1st female)

15th

Arnya Olsen (1st female)

Andrew
Moss with
Range
Officer
Sebastian
Ziccone

SSAA Victoria Director Greg Moon

IPSC shooters carry a lot of equipment with them for competition. Pictured are some of the competitors at the Eagle Park competition.
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AROUND THE TRAPS

This young boy was enjoying a photoshoot while his dad competed in the
Shepparton Blue Ribbon Shoot in October.

Jeremy Caverzan, from the Shepparton Branch, waiting for the clays at
the Blue Ribbon Shoot.

A man and
his best
friend, the
Labrador,
at the
Shepparton
Blue Ribbon
Shoot on
Saturday,
October 22.

Melbourne Arms and Militaria Fair Organiser Jeff Pannan (right), with
SSAA Victoria Chief Executive Officer Jack Wegman, drawing the winner
of the October event door prize. First prize was a .22 bolt-action rifle and
scope package and the second prize was a five-rifle safe donated by the
hosts and SSAA Victoria.

Biathlon master Bob Cranage having a shot out of a black powder muzzle
loader at SSAA Victoria’s Wodonga Branch.

One of Wodonga’s junior Biathlon shooters having a go of a muzzle
loader.

Twelve-year-old new shooter Dominic Pangrazio won the member prize
draw at Elmore Field Days. He won the medium fire resistant 12-gun
Spika safe just for being a SSAA Victoria member. Dominic (left) is
pictured with his parents, Bianca and Adrian, and his brothers Xavier,
6, and William, 10.
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AROUND THE TRAPS
Got some pictures to share?
If you have taken some recent pictures of yourself or
friends at the ranges, an event or out on a hunt, send
them to the editor for inclusion in our new ‘Around the
Traps’ section. Email
caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au or drop
them into the State Office.

Brendan Taylor was awarded the most improved award at this year’s
SSAA State Junior Field Rifle Competition and he took home a brand
new swag, presented by the Eagle Park YTS’ Dean Taylor (left).

2
1
1. An ABC film crew attending Eagle Park in October to film a segment
of a documentary. The team was exploring the use of firearms under
water. 2. The split barrel of a firearm, following a series of tests. 3.
Another picture of a damaged firearm following several experiments
under water.

Promoting the new Farmer Assist Program at the Elmore Field Days from
October 4 to 6.

The 150kg 12-gun safe
from Spika, given away
at Elmore.

The Elmore
Field Days
stand attracted
the attention of
many farmers,
who were
eager to join
the Farmer
Assist Program
to help other
farmers with
pest control.

3

Craig W firing SMLE service rifle at 300 yards during the El Alamein
commemorative shoot at Lang Lang Rifle Range in October.

Sporting clays shooters waiting for their turn at the recent Shepparton
Blue Ribbon Shoot.
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BRANCHES AND SUB-CLUBS NEWS
DEER STALKERS
CLUB

ARMS & MILITARIA
COLLECTORS CLUB
The AMCC is a club that caters for people
who have an interest in older-type firearms and all associated memorabilia.
We have a group made up of very
keen members who have an extensive
knowledge of most firearms, books and
cartridges. If you have the same hobbies
then you must belong to a nominated
collectors club to obtain a collector’s
licence.
We are based at SSAA Springvale Range
and meet on the first Thursday of each
month at 8pm.

Location: Marong Rifle Range (20 minutes west of Bendigo)
General shooting: First and third
Sunday of each month from noon. $6 for
members. Undercover benches, target
frames supplied. 25, 50, 100, 200m.
Safety and Family Firearms Education (SAFFE) Program: Second
Sunday each month from 10am to noon.
$8 (ammunition cost). Basic training for
beginners of all ages. Club rifles supplied.
Competitions: Rimfire, centrefire,
handgun and shotgun. See the quarterly
competition calendar at ssaabendigo.
com, or contact Vic on 0438 353 425 for
a copy.
Contact: Branch President Vic Alexander, 0438 353 425
Website: ssaabendigo.com.au
Email: ssaabendigo@hotmail.com
Post: PO Box 1098			
Bendigo, Vic. 3552

Benchrest Practice First Saturday
each month

The Deerstalkers Club meets on the
third Wednesday of each month and
welcomes new hunters and guests. It is
our suggestion to come along for a few
meetings and see if you like the feel of
the club before you join.

Military Rifle

First Sunday each
month

Little River Sporting Clays Shoot
- Practice

Second Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clay Shoot

Second Sunday
each month

The club arranges talks on hunting and
gear selection at its meets, and each
year there is free hunter training for
members.

Big Game Rifle
Club/Military Rifle

Second Sunday
each month

Muzzle Loaders

Third Saturday
each month

Benchrest
Competition

Third Sunday each
month

Little River Raiders Single Action

Third Sunday each
month

Pistol Silhouette

Fourth Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clay Shoot

Fourth Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clays Shoot
- Competition

Fourth Sunday
each month

Rifle Competition*

Fourth Sunday
each month

For more information email president@
deerstalker.net or call 0400 119 852.

EAGLE PARK
RANGE

For further details, contact the State
Office between 9am to 5pm on 03 8892
2777 or email Robert Lemm at amccvic@
optusnet.com.au

BENDIGO
BRANCH

Schedule of events

The Eagle Park Range caters for all
disciplines, pistol, shotgun and rifle. The
main range caters for all rifles, from air
rifles to the largest calibres. The range is
approved to 500m, for all rifle calibres.
Opening hours:
Friday 9am – 5pm
Saturday 9am – 5pm
Sunday 9am – 5pm
Monday 9am – 5pm
Phone: 03 5283 1575
The range is home to the following
Clubs:
•

3rd Military District Shooting Sports
Club

•

Big Game Rifle Club

•

Little River Raiders Single Action

•

Little River Sporting Clays

•

Melbourne Benchrest Club

•

Military Pistol Club/Military Rifle Club

•

Practical Pistol League of Australia

•

Victorian Muzzle Loaders

•

Metallic Rifle Silhouette

•

Arms and Militaria Collectors Club

•

Metallic Rifle Silhouette Club

•

Youth Training Scheme

Website: ssaavic.com.au/index.php/
clubs-branches/clubs
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*Rifle competitions include Field Rifle,
Metallic Silhouette, 3 Position and novelty shoots.
Eagle Park Youth Training Scheme
The training scheme teaches juniors
firearm safety and correct shooting techniques. The Eagle Park Youth Training
Scheme meets on the third Sunday of
the month.

FIELD HUNTERS
CLUB
To help foster and develop hunter ethics,
hunter training and opportunity.
To foster the sustainable use of game.
To improve hunting for the future.
The club was set up in the late 1980s
by some enthusiastic SSAA members, to
foster camaraderie among their fellow
hunters. The club offers a relaxed,
friendly and casual environment, with

BRANCHES AND SUB-CLUBS NEWS
over 250 active members. Come along to
one of our general meetings to see what
we offer and enjoy a drink at the bar or
a meal at Bruno’s café. General meetings
are held on the first Wednesday of every
month except January, at the Springvale
SSAA Range 714-716 Princes Highway
from 7.30 pm.

is a great way for members to chat and
organise hunts among themselves, so
you could soon find that you have too
much hunting available and not enough
time to fit it all in.

We strive to provide members with both
hunting opportunities and training. There
are plenty of opportunities for members
to get out and do what they joined for
and that is to hunt. As a bonus, you
meet like-minded hunters and often form
lifelong friendships.

•

Feral Animal Control Program hunts.

•

Mid-Year major raffle with a first prize
of $1500 for any hunting-related
equipment.

•

Aussie Disposals discount night.

•

Weekly fox drives, held in South
Gippsland.

If you are looking for an active hunting
club then look no further.

•

4WD training course

•

Field to Fork game meet tasting
night.

• Access to the FREE extensive hunting
DVD library.

•

NSW R-Licence pig and goat hunts.

•

Butchering and techniques.

• The monthly newsletter.

•

Pistol shooting.

• Guest speakers from a wide range
of organisations, governing bodies or
training providers, keeping members
informed about what’s happening in the
hunting space.

So what are you waiting for, expand
your hunting horizon and come see for
yourself.

Member benefits include:

• FREE NSW R-Licence testing, normally
$20.
• Organised hunting trips, including:
Duck opening weekend shoot, duck
shooting as pest control on rice crops
during November and December, NSW
R-Licence hunts, weekly organised fox
drives during the cold months.

In the past few months the club has delivered the following events to members:

Check us out at www.fieldhuntersclub.
org.au, where you can sign up and pay
for membership online.

LITTLE RIVER
RAIDERS

• On top of this, members have direct access to the club’s own Feral Animal Control Program, which has access to a major
area of prime hunting throughout Victoria,
all within two hours of Springvale.

Little River Raiders is a Single Action
shooting club based at the SSAA Eagle
Park Range, at Little River. Single Action
shooting is a living history sport which
uses the firearms of the American ‘Old
West’.

If you’re thinking of getting into or back
into hunting, and want to get on the
ground on a variety of different properties on a monthly or fortnightly basis
then we are the club for you and your
friends.

Participants are required to adopt a
persona typical of the era, and to dress
accordingly, so a darned good sense of
humour comes in handy for those who
want to join in.

Our own Feral Animal Control Program
hunts provide a platform that offers
guidance and training to enhance member skills and safety in the field since we
introduced this platform members have
taken in excess of 1000 rabbits and 77
foxes.
On top of all of this the club has a closed
Facebook group, just for members. This

Club competitions are held on the third
Sunday of every month. We shoot coach
guns (side-by-side shotguns), pistols,
lever- and pump-action rifles. Black
powder – cartridge and percussion
pistol – is also a recognised category
of Single Action, and our black powder
shooters add to the atmosphere, with
lots of smoke and noise to entertain all.
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Shooter categories are established so as
to cater for all age groups, both sexes,
and different skill mixes.
We also have long-range rifle competitions where speed is not as important as
accuracy. These events use single shot,
lever- and pump-action rifles ranging
from .22 to big bore buffalo rifles.
All matches are run under the rules of
the Single Action Shooting Society.
Our shooting stages (scenarios) are
based on the ‘Old West’ – either incidents out of history, or our translation
of classic Western movies or the old TV
series.
Visitors are welcome to come along to
any of our competitions and, if they like,
they may try their hand at Single Action
shooting under instruction. The only
thing you need is a desire to enjoy yourself and have fun with people dressed
in cowboy gear, using period firearms or
faithful replicas.
For further information please look us up
at www.littleriverraiders.com.au or contact the Secretary Tiresome (aka Tony
Mussert) 0427 053 540 or email littleriverraiders@yahoo.com.au

LITTLE RIVER
SPORTING CLAYS
Little River Sporting Clays is a sub-club
of SSAA based at Eagle Park, Gifkins Rd,
Little River.
We aim to provide a wide variety of clay
targets using our amazing terrain to
provide shooters with a great experience.
All levels of shooters are welcome with
many seasoned hands available to provide direction and advice. We encourage
our shooters to join our club and become
involved in setting up the grounds.
Please give us a call or send an email.
Our practice days are on the second
Sunday of each month running from
10am-5pm. The cost is $10 for 30 targets
and you can shoot as many rounds as you
wish. We are also able to set up particular
practice targets for you wherever possible.
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Our competition days are the fourth
Sunday of each month with nominations
opening at 9.30am and closing at 10.30am.
The competition usually consists of 75
targets at a nomination cost of $45, less
for ladies, juniors and pensioners and
sub juniors shoot for free. Our last competition day was August 24, with Simon
Sammut winning overall, with a great
score of 71. We have prizes for each
grade including vets, ladies, juniors and
sub juniors.
We ran our first Vince Panetta memorial
FITASC old style shoot on August 10. It
was a lovely day and Chris Brown was
the overall winner. Lots of fun was had
with raffle prizes and wonderful food
provided by the Panetta family – a great
way to remember Vince.
Contact: Eddie Magee, 0412 279 828,
e.jmagee@bigpond.net.au
Vicky Winship, vickywinship@bigpond.com

MILITARY RIFLE
CLUB
We are dedicated to the safe, competitive use of military firearms. Friendly and
welcoming atmosphere. Competitions
are held at the SSAA Little River Range
on the first and second Sundays of the
month. The first Sunday (9am start)
of the month events include the main
event, a 3 Position competition over
100m, 200m and 300m, plus the specialty event, which includes rapid fire and is
different each month. A long-range event
at 500m is held three times a year. The
second Sunday (11am start) main event
is the 3P Trainer Competition on a mini
3P target over 50m, 75m and 100m,
using military trainer rifles (.22 and 310
calibers) The MRC State Titles are held
in April at the Dookie Agricultural College. Club rifles are available.
Other special away events are held in
partnership with several VRA clubs and
other Military Rifle Clubs. The club’s General Meeting for all members is held at
the SSAA Springvale Range on the fourth
Thursday of the month at 8pm.New
members, juniors and visitors are always
welcome. Come along and support your

club. Annual membership is $35 for
adults and $12.50 for juniors (12yrs to
17yrs inclusive)

Sebastian (Secretary): 0417 034 325

SPRINGVALE
PISTOL CLUB

Website: www.vicmrc.com
Email: milrifle@yahoo.com.au
Phone: Ian Garth, 0408 568 083

SPORTING SHOOTERS
PISTOL CLUB
The SSPC is a friendly and social handgun shooting club with over 400 members which runs primarily from the SSAA
Springvale range.
Competitions and practices are held on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday nights
from 6pm-8pm, Saturdays from 10am and
Sundays from noon.
A variety of competitions are shot, including ISSF style sport pistol, centrefire
and Classic Pistol at 25m, 25m and 50m,
Service Match, IPSC and Metallic Silhouette (at Eagle Park range). Our website
contains a full calendar of competitions
and range times.
Introduction to Handguns course
New members are welcome. We run
regular Introduction to Handguns courses which will teach you the basics of
handgun safety and shooting fundamentals as well as provide an introduction
to joining the club. The course consists
of 30 minutes of theory followed by 60
minutes on the range firing a variety of
club handguns. The course costs $65 and
includes range entry and ammunition.
Bookings for the course are taken online
at our website or at the front desk at
Springvale Range. Completing the introduction course is the first step in joining
our club.
Club fees consist of a $250 joining fee
and thereafter a $100 membership fee
due at the end of April of each year.
Range entry fees are separate and paid
directly to the SSAA, however yearly
range entry passes are available from
our club.
For more information please see our
website at:
Website: www.sspc.org.au
Contact: info@sspc.org.au
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The Springvale Pistol Club (SPC) was
formed on June 17, 2004 to provide:
•

•
•

Affiliation with the peak bodies
in Victoria and Australia for national and international handgun
competitions.
Instruction, coaching and training for
competition-oriented shooters
A home base at the SSAA Springvale
Range Complex.

The SPC has approximately 40 members,
many of whom actively train for and
shoot competitions at local, state and
interstate events. Shooting is a sport
that does not present a barrier to anyone
who wishes to get involved - neither age,
physical ability nor gender are barriers to
enjoying the sport of pistol shooting.
It does require a high degree of self-discipline, attention to detail and willingness
to learn if you are to progress to high
levels of performance, but it is also a
great pastime for those who have less
time to practice.
The SSAA Springvale Range Complex has
many facilities for the use of members.
Those who wish to learn the disciplines
of target shooting and how to shoot
them well are welcome to join our growing membership. SPC shoots on Wednesday nights.
Email: secretary@springvalepc.org
Website: www.springvalepc.org

SSAA SHEPPARTON
BRANCH
SSAA Shepparton Branch would like the
thank the following sponsors, which supported the Blue Ribbon Shoot:
•

Unilever Australia

•

Northern Vic Ammo Supplies

•

Godfrey vacuums

•

NIOA trading
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•

Trellys Tackle World

Saturday: 10am to 6pm

•

Adornato Sand and Gravel

Sunday: 10am to 5pm

•

Shepparton Carpet Court

Phone: 9547 0007 during trading hours

•

WB Hunter

•

Central Tyre Service

Contact: Assistant Range Manager Raymond Tan, springvale@ssaavic.com.au

•

Pat and Tina BP service station

•

Shepparton Saftey Services

•

Rob’s Radiators and Windscreen,
Tatura

•

Dave Colandro Excavations

•

Flanagan and Reed Real Estate

•

GFD Guns and Ammo

•

New Light Windows

•

Total Plaster Supplies

•

Shepparton Building Supplies

SSAA WOMEN’S
GROUP
For women who love to combine shooting and socialising!
We meet on the second and fourth
Thursday of each month at SSAA Victoria
Springvale Range at 7pm sharp.
Multi Disciplines: Practise and competition, 3P, field rifle, practical rifle, sports
rifle, air rifle, stuff we make up as we go.

•

Solar City Marine

•

Heath Doze Tree Solutions

•

Market Meats Shepparton

•

Into Shooting

•

Drummond Road Takeaway

•

Andrew Castle, Bakers Delight

Annual membership fee: $20

•

Luke’s Magic Meats

Annual target levy: $50

•

John Brain Roofing Services

•

And the many others

SSAA SPRINGVALE
RANGE
The Springvale shooting range is open
every day of the week. The facility,
which includes a licensed bar, lounge,
and restaurant, caters to: 22 rifles only
at 50m (no magnums); 25-50m pistol
ranges and 10m air rifle.
The range hosts a number of competitions throughout the week, as well as catering for corporate and group shooting
activities, such as Scout groups, birthday
parties and community activities.
The 50m, .22 main range is available
to the public and members. Unlicensed
shooters are welcome to come down and
use the facility under the guidance of
experienced range officers/instructors.
Loan firearms are available at the range.
Trading hours:
Monday to Friday: 5pm to 9pm

Shooter of the Month Awards, Shooter of
the Year Award.

Need more information?
Secretary: Jenny, dejen@jeheda.com
Club PR Officer: Zdenka, 0418 562 257
Club Coach: Bill O’Connor, 0408 323 060
Calendar of events for 2016:
Dec 8

Christmas Fun Shoot /
Presentations / R5

Dec 16
or 17

Christmas Party - Venue to
be advised

VICTORIAN MUZZLE
LOADING CLUB

Competitions are organised for all black
powder original and reproduction firearms including cap and ball, cartridge
and single-shot handguns, muzzle loading long-arms including flint, percussion,
patched ball, Minie-ball, slug projectile,
smooth bore musket cartridge rifle, and
muzzle loading and cartridge shotgun.
From January to October competitions
are held. Prize-winners are presented
with cards as well as trophies for the
various championships, such as Breech
Loading Rifle, Military Muzzle Loading Rifle, Traditional Muzzle Loading Rifle, Long
Range Muzzle Loading Rifle, Flintlock
Muzzle Loading Rifle, Muzzle Loading
Shotgun, and Handgun.
For November many members camp at
Eagle Park for the two-day State Championships where lots of black powder and
lead is expended during the day, and at
night everyone relaxes at the free barbecue exchanging black powder stories and
generally having a good time. December
is set aside for some traditional competitions, such as cannon and novelty events.
VMLC membership also includes an entertaining and informed newsletter, The
Ramrod, which is sent to members every
month. The Ramrod includes shooters’
scores, VMLC record scores, coming
events and additional articles of interest
to the black powder enthusiast.
For more information contact VMLC
President Jim Morraitis on 03 9401 1955
during business hours, visit www.vmlc.
com.au or Facebook at www.facebook.
com/VictorianMuzzleLoadingClub or Twitter search for vmlc3 or Pinterest search
for victorian muzzle loading club.

WODONGA
BRANCH

Rekindle the spirit of black powder firearm sporting shooting with the VMLC.
Relive the excitement of bygone days by
shooting black powder firearms, a truly
engrossing and satisfying sport. Everyone is welcomed to attend the VMLC
monthly competitions at the SSAA (Vic)
Eagle Park Shooting Complex near Little
River on the third Saturday of every
month. Even if you don’t own any Muzzle
Loading or black powder firearms, knowledgeable and generous VMLC members
are always eager to give you a few shots!
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WARNING: West Wodonga Shooting
Complex Ranges will be closed on the
first Wednesday of each month until
further notice.
Day range pass:
SSAA members
Adult

$10
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SSAA members
Pensioner

$5

Junior

Free

Non members
Adult

$20

Pensioner

$15

Junior

Free

Other fees:
Target Frame Hire

$5

Targets

$1 each

Competition Fee

$5

Range passes
(SSAA members
only)
Annual range
passes

$65
Jul 1 to Jun 30

Annual range
$35
passes (pensioner)
Six month range
passes

$35
Jan 1 to Jun 30

Wodonga range matters
Upon arriving at the range, leave your
firearms securely locked in your vehicle
and report to a Range Officer (RO) who
will be wearing a high-visibility vest.
The RO will guide you to sign the range
attendance sheet and take your range
fees. The RO will instruct you on when
you may bring firearms from a vehicle
to the firing line and when you may take
firearms from the firing line back to a
vehicle.
The use of correct eye and hearing
protection is compulsory for all people
on the firing line. Sunglasses are not
acceptable.
Standing calendar – rifle range(s)
First Sunday – NO SHOOTING ON
SSAA RIFLE RANGE(S)
First Saturday
•
1pm -3pm Training programs and
group bookings
Second Sunday
•
11am Hunter Class Rimfire Benchrest
.22 lr
•
Noon .22 Rim-Fire 100m Fly
Shoot
•
1pm .22 lr Rimfire Metallic Silhouette

Third Saturday
•
1.30pm Handgun Club Metallic
Silhouette
Third Sunday
•
10.45am Lever-Action 25 rounds any
L/A rifle, inc scopes
Fourth Saturday
•
10.15am-noon Handgun Club Metallic Silhouette
Fourth Sunday
•
10.45am 300m Fly Shoot any firearm
•
12.30pm 200m fox shoot
Fifth Sunday
•
10am - 4pm general shooting
Wednesday 10am-noon (excluding first
Wednesday of every month)
Zeroing of hunting rifles and general shooting practice is welcome on all
scheduled competition days.
Contact: President Josh Knight, jaek1@
me.com or 0488 970 293. Secretary Faith
Porter, secretary@ssaawodonga.org.au,
PO Box 501 Wodonga VIC 3689.

WODONGA
HANDGUN CLUB
Upcoming major events: Novelty
Christmas shoot, December 2016
Standing calendar – Handgun club
First Saturday
•
10.30am Bullseye (900 match)
•
12.30pm Service Pistol and Action
Match (practical)
First Sunday		
•
11.30am to 1pm Blackpowder, air
pistol
Second Saturday
•
10am Introduction course (must
book)
•
1pm Centrefire/25m
•
1pm Action Match (falling plates)
Second Sunday
•
9.30am IPSC – club level
Third Saturday
•
10.30am Centrefire/25m
•
1.30pm Metallic Silhouettes (300m
range)
•
1pm Action Match (barricades)
Fourth Saturday
•
10.15am to noon Metallic Silhouettes
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(300m range)
•
10.30am Standard Pistol
•
1pm Steel Challenge – club level
Fifth Saturday
•
10.30am Practice and novelty events
•
The range is open some Wednesdays from 12.30pm to 3pm.
See website for more details on WHGC
http://www.wodongahandgunclub.org.au/
Our contact details
Contact us: President Bruce Sweeney
bcsween@bigpond.com or Secretary
Ruth on secretary@wodongahandgunclub.org.au

WORKING GUN
DOGS ASSOCIATION
Retrieving trial – September 25,
2016
The club’s final event for the year, excluding the traditional Christmas breakup
in November, was a retrieving trial at
Serpentine. Excellent entries and good
sportsmanship on the day – combined
with some great dog work – marked the
event.
Boggy conditions following recent heavy
rains led to some exciting moments,
with some cars being towed out of sticky
situations much to the amusement of our
Queensland visitors.
Placegetters
Test judge: Bill Allen
1st Shane Emond’s SAMIRYA SLIM JIM
(Labrador) – Slim, with 154 pts
Encouragement: Rebecca Donnet NAMBEAPARK IN DA BACK (Wei) – Levi
Intermediate judge: David Blacker
1st Jamie Stellini’s CHARLEY (Labrador)
– 160 pts
2nd Nick Guida’s RIPRAP ROXY (Pointer)
– Marley – 154 pts
3rd Wayne Phelps’ WINDKAEL AUSTRALIS (Brittany) – Boss - 142 pts
Encouragement: Richard Chan JAZZ
(Wei/Lab)
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Advanced judge: Andrew Yeomans
1st Stephen Luck’s FINEPOINT HI FLEX
(GSP) – Meg – 160 pts
2nd Nick Guida’s RIPRAP ROXY (Pointer)
– Marley – 145 pts
3rd David Heyes’ CONINGSBURGH JEMMA (Labrador) – Pippa – 140 pts
Perth Shot Expo – October 22 and
23, 2016
Once again WGAA Victoria dogs wowed
large crowds at the SSAA Perth Shot
Expo. Boat retrieves, pointing, backing,
single and double marks were the order
of the day. Breeds featured were Labradors, Pointers, GSP’s, English Setters and
Brittanys.
Monthly training
The first training day for 2017 is Sunday,
February 19.
Gundog training is on the third Sunday of
each month in the Clarkefield area.
See our blog for directions to the site. To
find the blog, just Google ‘wgaa blog’ or
contact Training Officer Kevin Phelps on
0407 091 221.

release traps. As usual, kick off is at 9am
with a barbecue and raffle at noon.

The club has an extensive range of training equipment, which includes several
electronic throwers, a ‘backing’ dog,
retrieving dummies, stake-out chains and

Anyone with a gundog is welcome.
Anyone with queries should contact our
Training Officer, Kevin Phelps, on 0407
091 221.

Facebook: WGAA is on Facebook.
WGAA blog
View reports and slideshows of WGAA
events on WGAA’s blog at wgaa.blogspot.
com or just Google - wgaa blog.

WE’VE GOT YOUR XMAS
PRESENTS COVERED
SSAA Victoria has gift vouchers of five different values for you to
choose from. Treat your friends or family this Christmas with a trip to
the range, a taste of pistol shooting or some private lessons.
•

$20, $35 or $50 vouchers to spend at SSAA Victoria’s Eagle
Park or Springvale shooting range.

•

Two hours of private shooting tuition at Springvale Shooting
Range, valued at $100.

•

A pistol shoot at Springvale Shooting Range, valued at $180.

For more information or to purchase a gift voucher, contact the
SSAA Victoria State Office on 03 8892 2777.
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Hunting’s future
depends on you
Hunting is an important cultural pastime in Victoria. Tens of thousands of Victorian, interstate
and overseas game hunters generate thousands of jobs and contribute hundreds of millions of
dollars to the State economy, particularly in rural and regional Victoria. When you are enjoying
Victoria’s great hunting opportunities, be mindful that the future of hunting depends on how you
conduct yourself as a hunter. Every hunter should be an ambassador for the recreation.
As a responsible hunter, you should always:

Respect animals

Respect the hunt

• Only take what you can use

• Hunt safely and abide by the Firearms Safety Code

• Make optimal use of harvested quarry (have a
minimum/no waste approach)

• Lead by example

• Shoot only when you can retrieve your quarry

• Always hunt within the law and report illegal behaviour

• Shoot only when a humane result is possible

• Uphold the highest ethical standards

• Use the right equipment to effectively and humanely
hunt animals

• Promote and praise good behaviour

• Look after your hunting dogs

Respect the environment
• Take all your litter (including empty cartridges)
with you
• Bury or remove animal remains

• Respect our cultural heritage

• Know your skill limits and hunt within them
• Improve and maintain your skills through practice
and/or joining a club

Respect non-hunters
• Help others and be courteous

• Drive only on designated tracks

• Thoughtfully carry hunting equipment and harvested
quarry (e.g. cover quarry during transit)

• Keep campfires safe

• Respect the opinions of non-hunters

• Leave your campsite clean

• Only enter private property with permission

• Protect our wetlands and waterways (e.g. don’t
leave animal remains in or near waterways)

• Share the harvest with a non-hunter and promote
the culinary/sustainability benefits of hunting

• Take part in efforts to protect and restore
wildlife habitats

Respect the laws

Respect other hunters
• Be respectful and courteous if hunting or camping
in the same area as other people
• Be safe and abide by the law so everyone is on a
level playing field
• Share your knowledge and skills with others

• Take time to know the laws and act within them
at all times
• Work with Authorised Officers; they are there to help
you and ensure safe, sustainable, humane
and equitable hunting
• Don’t tolerate illegal behaviour - report suspected
offenders on 136 186.

For more information visit www.gma.vic.gov.au
Proudly supported by:
Australian

Deer
Association

RAYTRADE PTY LTD

